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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
‘We have sad hearts and difficult lives until
today… when the clock marks ten years… no
person… has come to tell us where [are] our
wives, husbands, children, mothers or fathers,
brothers and sisters or family who were
massacred… until when can we truly say amen
because fair justice and truth is served … Maybe
you have already forgotten, but there must be
justice.’
Victims and their families as they commemorate the tenth anniversary of the Liquica massacre, 6 April 2009. According to the
United Nations indictments, more than 100 persons were killed or injured during the attack launched by pro-Indonesian
militias. All those who were initially charged for these crimes in Indonesia have been acquitted. 1

In a few days, the Timorese people and the international community will be commemorating
the 10 year anniversary of the United Nations sponsored referendum which paved the way for
the independence of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste (Timor-Leste, formerly known
as East Timor) in 2002.2 Ten years on, this new country has witnessed much change.
However, the violence of its troubled past is still haunting its population of about one million
people.
The lead-up to the polls and its aftermath were marred by crimes against humanity, and other
serious human rights violations at the hands of pro-Indonesian militias backed by the
Indonesian military. These abuses have been well documented by human rights organizations
and expert bodies.3 They included unlawful killings, enforced disappearances, sexual
violence, arbitrary arrests, threats and intimidation of Timorese people, while the United
Nations (UN) was overseeing the process. The overwhelming majority of the victims were
supporters of independence for East Timor, and included local UN staff. These abuses were
not new: they reflected gross human rights violations which had occurred throughout
Indonesian occupation between 1975 and 1999.
Today, despite various national and internationally-sponsored justice initiatives over the last
decade,4 most of those who were suspected of committing the 1999 crimes are still at large
in Indonesia, and are yet to be brought before an independent court. Of those who have been
prosecuted in Indonesia, all have been acquitted in proceedings which have been severely
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criticized as fundamentally flawed.5 Only one remains imprisoned in Timor-Leste.6 Similarly,
a comprehensive programme of justice and reparations are yet to be delivered for victims of
the pre-1999 crimes, although the crimes against humanity and other human rights
violations which occurred then have been thoroughly documented by the Commission for
Reception, Truth and Reconciliation in East Timor (Comissão de Acolhimento, Verdade e
Reconciliação, referred thereafter as CAVR).7
Instead of pursuing justice for the victims, the Timorese and Indonesian governments have
adopted policies under the lens of ‘reconciliation’ including inadequate and controversial
initiatives, such as the establishment of the joint Indonesia - Timor-Leste Truth and
Friendship Commission in 2005. At the same time, the UN Security Council, which had
previously been very vocal in demanding justice for the victims of the 1999 violence, has
become increasingly silent. This stance runs counter to the principles stated by the then UN
Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, who in his report on justice in Timor-Leste in 2006 said:
“Crimes against humanity, gross violations of human rights and grave breaches of
humanitarian law were committed in East Timor in 1999. There can and should be no
impunity regarding such acts. Establishing the truth and promoting reconciliation are
necessary parts of the healing process for both countries and victims… It would be deeply
regrettable, however, if the reconciliation process foreclosed the possibility of achieving
accountability. The limited degree of accountability achieved so far for the serious human
rights violations of 1999 continues to raise questions about how best the institutions in both
countries can address this concern”.8
During a visit to Timor-Leste between 27 June and 3 July 2009, Amnesty International spoke
with various groups and individuals, including national and international non-governmental
organizations, United Nations staff, parliamentarians, government officials, journalists,
religious leaders and academics about the current situation in Timor-Leste and the lack of
justice for past crimes.
Many of those Amnesty International met in Timor-Leste expressed their concern that
accountability for past human rights violations has become a forgotten issue. They explained
how despite providing testimonies time and time again, victims of past crimes were still
awaiting justice.9 People in Timor-Leste said to Amnesty International that it was difficult
for victims to understand, for instance, how General Wiranto, the Commander of the
Indonesian Armed Forces during the 1999 events, remained at large and was even a vicepresidential candidate in the July 2009 presidential elections in Indonesia.10 General Wiranto
had been indicted by the UN Serious Crimes Unit for crimes against humanity and has yet to
be prosecuted by any court in Indonesia, Timor-Leste or elsewhere.11 People in Timor-Leste
also explained that the current attitude of the Timor-Leste government in favour of
‘reconciliation’ over justice for past crimes was very difficult to comprehend and demoralizing
for victims. Given the government’s position, many viewed international justice as the only
hope for obtaining truth and justice.
Concerns were also expressed about the current cycle of impunity which may continue to act
as a threat to the two countries’ stability. On two separate occasions since independence, in
2006 and 2008, political violence erupted in Timor-Leste. Although there were complex
reasons for each situation, the failure to rebuild the justice system effectively and to bring
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those responsible for past human rights violations to justice, contributed to an environment
where there was no strong deterrent to political violence and human rights violations.12 The
denial of justice through effective criminal proceedings has eroded key pillars of the new
state: the rule of law and a strong and independent judiciary.
In his 2004 report on “The rule of law and transitional justice in conflict and post-conflict
societies”, the then UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, said:
“Justice, peace and democracy are not mutually exclusive objectives, but rather mutually
reinforcing imperatives…Our experience in the past decade has demonstrated clearly that the
consolidation of peace in the immediate post-conflict period, as well as the maintenance of
peace in the long term, cannot be achieved unless the population is confident that redress
for grievances can be obtained through legitimate structures for the peaceful settlement of
disputes and the fair administration of justice”.13
The Indonesian and Timorese governments have the primary responsibility to investigate and
prosecute all crimes committed between 1975 and 1999 and to ensure reparations to the
victims. Amnesty International calls on both governments to develop comprehensive
strategies that comply fully with their obligations under international criminal law and human
rights law to end this impunity.
The UN Security Council in Resolution 1264 (1999) and in subsequent resolutions
demanded that those responsible for the 1999 acts of violence be brought to justice. Given
the continuing failures of the Timor-Leste and Indonesia authorities to investigate and
prosecute the crimes over the last 10 years, Amnesty International calls on the UN Security
Council to establish a long-term comprehensive plan to end impunity for these crimes and, as
part of that plan, immediately set up an international criminal tribunal with jurisdiction over
all crimes committed in Timor-Leste between 1975 and 1999. Such a tribunal should be
able to intervene and ensure justice in some representative cases and act as a catalyst for
national justice in others. Recent efforts and investments by the UN Security Council14 and
UN member states to enhance the rule of law and to support reforms of the Timorese security
sector do not conflict with demands for justice for past crimes and should continue.
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2. DOCUMENTING, REMEMBERING,
AND ‘REPAIRING’ THE PAST: “NO
MORE!”
2.1 THE COMMISSION FOR RECEPTION, TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION (CAVR)

THE SANTA CRUZ MASSACRE

Santa Cruz cemetery where over 100 people were killed at the hands of the Indonesian military in 1991 © Amnesty International

“Everyone in this country has their own story – by repeating my story I am hoping that the violence that
happened here during the Indonesian occupation will not be repeated and I’m hoping that the next
generation- our children - will be aware of these violations and justice will be done.”
Julinho, 4 September 2008. 15 Julinho was 17 years old when he witnessed the Santa Cruz massacre during which over 100 people
were killed by the Indonesian military in 1991.16 The vast majority of perpetrators have yet to face justice for these crimes.17

It is estimated that over 100,000 people were killed or starved to death18 between 1974 and
1999 (the period of reference of the CAVR report).19 Crimes against humanity and other
human rights violations were most acute during the 24 years of Indonesian occupation (from
1975). They included unlawful killings; enforced disappearances; arbitrary detention; torture
and other ill-treatment; war crimes; sexual violence; violations of the rights of the child; and
violations of economic, social and cultural rights. These crimes are well documented in the
2,800-page 2005 ‘Chega!’ (literally ‘no more, stop, enough’) report of the Commission for
Reception, Truth and Reconciliation in East Timor (CAVR). The overwhelming majority of the
past killings, enforced disappearances, sexual violence and torture cases of civilians, mostly
at the hands of the Indonesian security forces and their auxiliaries, have yet to be
addressed.20
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The ‘Chega!’ report comprises details of crimes committed by the Indonesian security forces
and the Timorese armed opposition movement. It highlights violations by both Indonesian
and East Timorese people who were serving in the Indonesian military and police. In their
report, the CAVR Commissioners emphasize the need for justice for past crimes, and the role
of the UN Security Council, and the Timor-Leste and Indonesian governments in ensuring
that accountability for past crimes is upheld.21
Most perpetrators of past human rights violations in Timor-Leste under Indonesian
occupation have never been brought to justice. On the contrary, suspected perpetrators
within the Indonesian military were in some cases “rewarded with promotions shortly [after]
they had played a prominent role in the events in Timor-Leste”.22 Senior military officials who
are suspected of having played a role still held key senior positions within the Indonesian
military in recent years.23
During their visit to Timor-Leste in June-July 2009, people expressed their disappointment to
Amnesty International that the findings and recommendations of the ‘Chega!’ report have yet
to be publicly discussed by the Timorese parliament. The report was officially transmitted to
Parliament in November 2005 by the then Timorese President Xanana Gusmão.24 Although
Parliamentary Committee A (which is mandated to cover issues related to Constitutional
issues, Justice, Public Administration, Local Power and Government legislation) expressed its
firm intention to debate the report publicly in 2008, this debate has yet to take place.25

2.2 THE JOINT INDONESIA – TIMOR-LESTE TRUTH AND FRIENDSHIP COMMISSION
The Governments of Indonesia and Timor-Leste set up the Truth and Friendship Commission
(CTF) in 2005 to “establish the conclusive truth in regard to the events prior to and
immediately after the popular consultation in 1999, with a view to further promoting
reconciliation and friendship, and ensuring the non-recurrence of similar events”.26 Local and
international NGOs have strongly criticised the institution, partly due to provisions within its
mandate allowing for amnesties for perpetrators of serious crimes, including crimes against
humanity, which under international law cannot be subject to amnesties, and biased
treatment of victims during hearings. The six hearings conducted by the CTF in 2007, during
which UN officials did not testify,27 were largely perceived as a platform for those accused of
serious crimes to defend themselves without being seriously challenged. This was partly due
to poorly designed hearing procedures and the commissioners’ lack of experience. Also of
concern were the limited number of victims (only 13 out of 56 individuals) who testified at
the public hearings, and insufficient witness protection measures in place.28
The 371-page CTF report entitled “Per Memoriam ad Spem” (“From Remembering Comes
Hope”) was published in July 2008.29 It acknowledged that “gross human rights violations in
the form of crimes against humanity” were committed in Timor-Leste in 1999. The
violations included murder, rape and other forms of sexual violence, torture, illegal detention
and forcible transfer or deportation of populations. The report highlighted the ‘institutional’
responsibility of pro-autonomy militias,30 the Indonesian military, the Indonesian government,
and the Indonesian police for these crimes against humanity and other gross human rights
violations. It did not recommend amnesty for suspected perpetrators of past human rights
violations, leaving room for possible future criminal proceedings.
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The Timorese and Indonesian governments both publicly accepted the findings of the
Commission. In a positive move, Susilo Bambang Yuydhoyono, Indonesia’s President
expressed “remorse to all those who suffered the immeasurable pain of physical and
psychological wounds when their human rights were violated in East Timor in 1999” when
the CTF report was published in July 2008 but stopped short of offering an apology.31 To
date, neither government has acted on the findings of the report to investigate and prosecute
those responsible for the crimes.32

Civil society demonstration outside the public hearing of the
Indonesia-Timor-Leste Truth and Friendship Commission (CTF) in Dili, Timor-Leste on 25 September 2007 © Charles Scheiner

2.3 TOWARDS A REPARATION PROGRAMME?
For many years civil society groups and victims in Timor-Leste have called for reparations for
victims of human rights violations. Both the CAVR and CTF reports recommend that
reparations be provided for victims of past human rights violations and that concrete
measures to identify those who were disappeared in the past be taken.33 A joint working
group on reparations comprising civil society groups, the office of the Ombudsman for
Human Rights and Justice (Provedor de Direitos Humanos e Justiça, PDHJ) and the UN
Human Rights and Transitional Justice Section submitted in July 2008 a ‘Concept Paper on
a National Reparations Program for Timor-Leste’ to Committee A of the parliament. However,
no discussions on reparations have taken place in parliament so far.34
In a recent positive move, the Norwegian government organized a three-day National
Consensus Dialogue on Truth, Justice and Reconciliation in mid-June 2009 in Dili, the
capital. Various stakeholders participated in the conference, including Timorese government
officials, parliamentarians, UN staff and representatives from Non Governmental
Organizations (NGOs). Participants were asked to study the CAVR and CTF recommendations.
The discussions covered a number of issues including “reparations”, “memorialisation”, and
“justice”. There were also discussions to set up an institution within Timor-Leste to follow up
and take forward the recommendations of both the ‘Chega!’ and the CTF reports .35
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The June National Consensus Dialogue working group on reparations recommended that a
comprehensive program of reparations for ‘vulnerable’ victims of past crimes be established,
and revived the idea to have a joint international and national trust fund to support such an
initiative. 36 However, there was little political support from government officials for such a
measure. President Ramos-Horta raised concerns about the process of defining who is a
victim while Prime Minister Xanana Gusmão made clear that he did not want a culture of
victimhood developing in Timor-Leste.37 The lack of compensation for victims of human
rights violations during the Indonesian occupation is in contrast to major compensation given
for victims of the 2006 violence and a generous program of assistance to veterans of the
resistance movement.38
In July 2009, the Timorese and Indonesian governments held a meeting to discuss the
implementation of the CTF recommendations. According to local sources, although Timorese
and Indonesian officials discussed the issue of separated children (Timorese children who
were taken by Indonesian soldiers to live in Indonesia), they did not discuss the issue of
disappeared persons due to the conflict.39 At this meeting the two governments reached
agreement that Indonesia would pay superannuation to former Indonesian civil servants in
Timor-Leste, and provide more lenient visa requirements for East-Timorese studying in
Indonesia.40
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3. INADEQUATE CRIMINAL
PROCEEDINGS INTO THE 1999
CRIMES
“[B]etween early January and late October [1999] at least 1,200 civilians, and
perhaps as many as 1,500, were killed [in East Timor]. Some were shot dead, while
others were decapitated, disemboweled or hacked to death with machetes. Many
were subjected to torture and ill-treatment. Women and girls suffered rape and
other crimes of sexual violence. The systematic violence fueled the forcible
displacement of the population on a massive scale.”41
The UN Security Council has repeatedly expressed their determination to hold to account
those responsible for the violence in Timor-Leste in 1999. 42 However, 10 years on, most
perpetrators of the 1999 crimes, including those in command, have yet to be prosecuted
before a competent, independent and impartial tribunal, either in Indonesia or Timor-Leste.
Although the truth mechanisms described above are essential to document what really
happened, they should not act as a substitute for criminal proceedings which determine
individual criminal responsibility, and civil proceedings which determine reparations owed for
the crimes. Currently, no one is serving terms of imprisonment in Indonesia, and only one
person43 is still serving a prison sentence in Timor-Leste for past gross human rights
violations in Timor-Leste in 1999.

3.1 IN INDONESIA
In Indonesia, an ad hoc Human Rights Court set up by the Indonesian government in
response to the 1999 violence in Timor-Leste has been widely criticized as falling short of
international fair trial law and standards by UN expert bodies, as well as national and
international organizations.
The UN Commission of Experts that was commissioned by the then UN Secretary-General
Kofi Annan to review the prosecution of crimes in both Indonesia and Timor-Leste concluded
in May 2005 that “the judicial process before the Ad Hoc Court was not effective in
delivering justice for the victims of serious violations of human rights … Many aspects of the
ad hoc judicial process reveal scant respect for or conformity to relevant international
standards”.44 Amnesty International and others have come to the same conclusions.45 Among
the issues of particular concern were witness selection; the failure to introduce welldocumented evidence regarding the incidents that the prosecution were authorized to
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investigate; and ineffective, incompetent and at times intimidating questioning of witnesses,
especially victim-witnesses from Timor-Leste.46
All 18 defendants originally tried for crimes committed in Timor-Leste during 1999 by the ad
hoc Human Rights Court in Jakarta have now all been acquitted by the Human Rights Court
or later on appeal.47

3.2 IN TIMOR-LESTE
In 2000, the UN Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET) set up the UN Special
Panels within Dili District Court, with exclusive jurisdiction over genocide, crimes against
humanity, war crimes wherever and whenever they occurred; and over murder, sexual
offences and torture that occurred in Timor-Leste between 1 January and 25 October 1999.48
The Serious Crimes Unit (SCU) was also set up to conduct investigations and prosecutions of
these crimes. When Timor-Leste gained its independence on 20 May 2002, the SCU worked
under the legal authority of the Prosecutor General of Timor-Leste.
Pursuant to Security Council resolutions 1543 (2004) and 1573 (2004) the activities of the
SCU and the Special Panels for Serious Crimes in Timor-Leste were effectively terminated in
May 2005 although they failed to complete their work.49 There remained an outstanding 186
murder cases which had been investigated but for which no one had been indicted, and over
400 murder cases which were yet to be investigated.50 Furthermore, over 300 individuals
indicted by the UN Special Panels for serious crimes lived in Indonesia and were, therefore,
outside the territorial jurisdiction of Timor-Leste. The Indonesian government refused to
cooperate with the UN Special Panels on the basis that it did not recognize the UN Security
Council mandate to try Indonesian citizens in Timor-Leste.
In 2006, while establishing another peacekeeping mission in Timor-Leste (the United
Nations Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste, UNMIT), the Security Council decided to “resume
[the] investigation functions of the former Serious Crimes Unit, with a view to completing
investigations into outstanding cases of serious human rights violations committed in the
country in 1999.”51 The work of this new investigative capacity effectively started in 2008.
Although Amnesty International welcomed the revival of the investigative branch of the SCU,
it expressed concerns that the SCU prosecutorial functions and the UN Special Panels were
not re-established. To date, the Timorese Prosecution Office which is now in charge of
bringing new cases to courts has yet to process outstanding 1999 cases.
Today, the lack of commitment by the Timorese government to prosecute the crimes between
1975 and 1999; the lack of cooperation by the Indonesian government to prosecute the
crimes genuinely before its national courts or to extradite to Timor-Leste suspects who were
indicted; and the notable lack of effective support by the UN Security Council to revive the
UN-sponsored process or establish an independent international criminal tribunal has led to
continuing impunity.
This situation was predictable. The UN Commission of Experts that was commissioned to
review the prosecution of crimes in both Indonesia and Timor-Leste concluded in their
August 2005 report that:
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“[W]ithout the presence of an international component, it would be impractical to expect that
the prosecutorial authorities, Special Panels and defence counsel of Timor-Leste would have
the capacity, in the foreseeable future, to undertake the investigation, prosecution,
adjudication and defence of serious crimes cases in accordance with international
standards.”52
Notwithstanding the lack of political will, which may explain resistance so far by the
Timorese leadership to push for accountability for past crimes against humanity, the nascent
Timorese justice system remains too weak to deal with the burden of serious crimes without
effective international assistance. Despite various programs to support the development of
the judicial system, it remains slow and ineffective in addressing crimes, due to a large
backlog within the prosecution office (approximately 5,000 cases); language complications
(Portuguese is the main legal language which most of the population does not understand);
and a lack of adequate staffing and administrative resources.53
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4. RECONCILIATION EFFORTS
WITHOUT JUSTICE
“My hope for Timor is to have a good future, but with peace and justice. I think if
there is no justice for those criminals, especially for those generals who were here,
the ones who are presenting themselves as candidates in the elections in
Indonesia… What if they become leaders one day in Indonesia? They might attack
us again in the future.”
Jose Nunes Serao, 8 September 2008.54 Jose was severely injured in the head with a machete when pro-Indonesian militias attacked
the Liquica church in April 1999. Jose was holding his four year old son in his arm when he was injured

Liquica Catholic church in Timor-Leste where over 100 persons were killed or injured
by pro-Indonesian militia on 6 April 1999 © Amnesty International

“[O]rdinary citizens like us can only sit and look at the ground and ask: when will we get justice if the
government lacks the good will?”
Victims’ spokeswoman Anita Tilman dos Santos55

4.1 COMMUTATIONS OF SENTENCES
Based on a spirit of reconciliation and forgiveness, on 20 May 2008 President Ramos-Horta
commuted the sentence of more than half of Timor-Leste’s total population of prisoners.56
Nine of those who had their sentence commuted had been convicted for murder, assault and
sexual offences as crimes against humanity by the UN Special Panels.57 This decision, which
was upheld by the Court of Appeals in September 2008,58 paved the way for all but one of
the remaining persons who remained jailed in Timor-Leste for having participated in the
1999 violence to be set free.59 So far of the 85 people found guilty by the UN Special
Panels, only one remains imprisoned.
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4.2 AN AMNESTY LAW FOR CRIMES UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW?
During its visit to Timor-Leste in June-July 2009, Amnesty International was told that
President Ramos-Horta was campaigning in favour of introducing in Parliament a new
amnesty law in order to counter possible criminal proceedings into past crimes. During the
June 2009 National Consensus Dialogue, the President explicitly called for a separate
meeting with some political party representatives where he discussed the possibility of an
amnesty.60 These moves seem to presage a recent interview given early July 2009 by
President Ramos-Horta in which he clearly dismisses the need to hold perpetrators for past
crimes to account, and calls for an amnesty law:
“My personal preference is to adopt a law that simply puts an end to the tragic chapters of
the past. Let bygones be bygones. Let us not forget the victims and heroes, but let us forgive
those who did harm, because God gave us a greater gift: our independence.”61
Such rhetoric appears consistent with previous positions held by the Timorese President and
other senior officials, which are dismissive of calls for further accountability into past
crimes.62 Friendship with neighbour Indonesia is given the utmost importance and justice for
past crimes is seen as a potential threat for the development of a long-term cordial
relationship and a ‘stable’ Timor-Leste.63 The pursuit of justice for past crimes is perceived
by some as potentially threatening to the country’s stability partly because human rights
violations by East Timorese who were serving in the Indonesian security forces or the
Timorese armed opposition movement have also been documented.64
Amnesty International categorically opposes decisions which, in violation of international law,
grant amnesties, to individuals who are responsible for war crimes and crimes against
humanity. As expressed by the Office for the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights (OHCHR), in one its latest reports:
“[E]xperience has shown that amnesties that foreclose prosecution or civil remedies for
atrocious crimes are unlikely to be sustainable, even when adopted in the hope of advancing
national reconciliation rather than with the cynical aim of shielding depredations behind a
fortress of impunity.”65

4.3 CALLS FOR JUSTICE, YET UNHEARD
Throughout its 48 year history Amnesty International has heard many governments telling
victims of human rights violations in their countries that the psychological trauma and
suffering they experience can be simply legislated away. The reality is the opposite. Telling
victims that they are obstructing progress and should put aside their need for justice
regarding horrific crimes that have immeasurably changed their lives is unrealistic and
exacerbates the harm they already experience.
It goes against what victims in Timor-Leste are calling for today. Survivors and families of the
victims are calling for more justice but no amnesties. In April 2009, during the
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commemoration of the violent attack by pro-Indonesia militias 10 years ago on the house in
Dili of the political leader, Manuel Carrascalao, which killed his son and at least 11 others, 66
families and victims issued the following statement:
“Ten years onwards and we stand firm on our demand for justice…. The feeling of distrust
will continue to linger since the criminals are not being brought to justice but given amnesty.
Hence, this will only give the impression that crimes can go unpunished.” 67
The lack of any response from the international community to this situation is shameful. After
years of demanding justice, the United Nations, which organized the 1999 referendum and
whose own staff were attacked, has fallen silent. Security Council members seem to believe
that they should not act if neither Timor-Leste nor Indonesia is committed to justice
regarding the events of 1999. The Security Council’s latest resolution on Timor-Leste, while
reaffirming generally the need for accountability and justice, seems to forget the victims of
1999 and focuses solely on the violent events of 2006 and the need for the government of
Timor-Leste to implement the recommendations of the United Nations Special Commission
of Inquiry report of 2006.68 Although this report does not address the acts of violence
committed around the referendum that lead to Timor-Leste's independence, its conclusions
are telling:
"It is vital to Timor-Leste that justice be done and seen to be done. A culture of impunity will
threaten the foundations of the State. The Commission is of the view that justice, peace and
democracy are mutually reinforcing imperatives. If peace and democracy are to be advanced,
justice must be effective and visible."69
This is as valid for the events of 1999 and the 23 years of human rights violations in TimorLeste preceding them as the 2006 violence. The Security Council should not forget the
victims of these crimes; it should not apply different standards of justice depending on who
the victims are, or who the perpetrators were. These heinous crimes, whenever they are
committed and whatever the circumstances represent crimes against the whole of humanity
and as such there is a universal obligation to ensure justice.
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5. CHALLENGES AHEAD: THE LEGACY
OF IMPUNITY
“[T]he crisis which occurred in Timor-Leste can be explained largely by the
fra[gilit]y of State institutions and the weakness of the rule of law. Governance
structures and existing chains of command broke down or were bypassed; roles and
responsibilities became blurred; solutions were sought outside the existing legal
framework.”70
The UN Special Independent Commission of Inquiry established to review the origins of the 2006 crisis in Timor-Leste, 2 October
2006.

“The issue of justice is important because only through justice can we stop impunity in East Timor.
Victims see that perpetrators have not been held responsible for their crimes and this makes them
lose confidence in the state and its legal system. Perpetrators feel that they are untouchable and
people don’t fear the law, leading to violent crime, abuse of power and corruption”.
Fernanda Borges, Timor-Leste Member of Parliament, Chair of Committee A, June 2009.71

The impact of impunity for past crimes between 1975 and 1999 on present day Indonesia
and Timor-Leste should not be underestimated. In addition to the large number of victims
and their families who are denied justice and reparation, both countries are still struggling to
build effective criminal justice systems and respect for the rule of law. All too often, current
human rights violations by members of the security forces are not effectively investigated and
those suspected are not prosecuted before an independent court of law. For history not to
repeat itself, particular attention should be paid in strengthening the judiciary, and
developing accountability mechanisms within the police and the military.

5.1 IN TIMOR-LESTE
Amnesty International welcomes the ratification by the Timor-Leste government of many
international human rights treaties, including the Rome Statute of the International Criminal
Court (Rome Statute). These international human rights treaties and their incorporation into
national legislation are a first step towards putting in place strong deterrents to prevent
future crimes, such as crimes against humanity and war crimes. It is particularly welcome
that Rome Statute provisions have been incorporated within the recently passed Penal Code,
but the provisions are not yet sufficient to effectively rule out possible impunity for serious
crimes.72
Despite these positive moves, the criminal justice system remains weak and unable to act as
an effective deterrent to future crimes (see Chapter 3.2). There is currently an ongoing cycle
of impunity in addressing recent crimes. Despite the establishment of a UN Special
Independent Commission of Inquiry to establish the facts and circumstances relevant to the
2006 crisis, and clarify responsibility and recommend measures of accountability, justice for
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these crimes has so far been very slow in coming. Delayed prosecutions mean that many of
those who were responsible for the violence have not been held accountable. The Timor-Leste
leadership has shown support in favour of “reconciliation” and amnesties, rather than
accountability for past crimes, including human rights violations between 1975 and 1999.73
Moreover, internal accountability mechanisms to deal with abuses by members of the security
forces remain weak in Timor-Leste. Despite reports of human rights violations including
torture and other ill-treatment by the police and military in recent years,74 very few have been
prosecuted for these abuses.75 A vetting and certification process of members of the security
forces following the 2006 crisis was conducted for police officers only (not for the armed
forces). Although it is now almost complete, it has not yet resulted in any dismissals based
on past human rights violations or criminal conduct within the police force, thus sparking
doubts as to the efficacy of the process.76

5.2. IN INDONESIA
Although Indonesia has now ratified many of the key international human rights treaties such
as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the UN Convention on
Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (UNCAT), many of
the national laws still fall short of fully protecting Indonesians. In particular the Criminal
Code has yet to include a comprehensive definition of torture and the Law on Human Rights
Court is not fully consistent with the strictest standards of international law, including the
Rome Statute, which Indonesia has yet to ratify, despite its intent to do so by the end of
2008.77 For example war crimes are not included in the Law on Human Rights Court.78
In practice, Indonesia has yet to address entrenched impunity for crimes under international
law and past gross human rights violations under the leadership of President Suharto and
thereafter in Papua or during martial law in Aceh. Most past crimes and gross human rights
violations have yet to be fully investigated and prosecuted, and victims are denied justice and
reparations. Human Rights Courts have proved unable to address human rights violations by
members of the security forces, and the National Human Rights Commission (Komnas HAM)
has so far been unable to take forward cases of past crimes.79
The weaknesses of the criminal justice system together with weak accountability mechanisms
to address ongoing human rights violations by members of the Indonesian security forces are
at the heart of some of the country’s most pressing challenges. Amnesty International and
other human rights organizations continue to document abuses by members of the security
forces in various parts of the archipelago. They include unlawful killings and torture. In many
cases these incidents are not speedily and independently investigated. As a consequence,
those responsible are rarely brought to justice, and victims usually do not receive
reparations.80
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6. TOWARDS THE SETTING-UP OF AN
AD HOC INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL
TRIBUNAL?
“It is highly unlikely that any government in Indonesia in the foreseeable future
(would) feel strong enough to bring to trial surviving Indonesian military officers
who perpetrated barbarities in East Timor.” President Jose Ramos-Horta, 24 July 2009.81
“Justice should be upheld by a court that is open to the public. There is no reason to have good
relations with a nation that has committed serious human rights violations if they don’t want to
reveal the truth before a court. Why should our country be afraid of them?”
Maubara resident and 1999 victim, Filomena de Jesus Santa, December 2008.82

The idea of an ad hoc International Criminal Tribunal first emerged in 1999 when the
international community was assessing the various options in order to hold to account those
who perpetrated the most serious crimes in Timor-Leste before and after the UN sponsored
referendum. That year the International Commission of Inquiry on East Timor (ICIET) and
three UN Special Rapporteurs recommended that an international criminal tribunal be set up
unless the Indonesian government initiated criminal proceedings into human rights violations
perpetrated by military officials.83 The UN opted for allowing the Indonesian government to
conduct its own judicial processes and the Security Council decided to set up a system of
hybrid courts - the Special Panels - composed of international and Timorese judges to
prosecute the 1999 crimes in Timor-Leste.
The idea of an international criminal tribunal re-emerged in 2003 in a report commissioned
by the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights; 84 and again in 2005 in the
CAVR report85 and finally in the UN Commission of Experts’ report.86
The Commission of Experts recommended that the Security Council adopt a resolution under
Chapter VII of the UN Charter to create an ad hoc international criminal tribunal for TimorLeste, to be located in a third state, should a series of other recommendations not be
implemented. These recommendations pertained to ensuring that prosecutions and criminal
proceedings be reviewed and reopened in Indonesia and that the work of the Serious Crimes
Process in Timor-Leste be continued “until such time as the investigations, indictments and
prosecutions of those who are alleged to have committed serious crimes are completed.”87
Four years on, the recommendations of the UN Commission of Experts are yet to be
implemented. The Indonesian government has not taken any genuine steps towards holding
to account those responsible for crimes against humanity and war crimes in Timor-Leste. At
the same time, Timor-Leste continues to refuse to pursue justice in its national courts.
Unless there is international intervention, impunity in violation of international law will
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continue.
Amnesty International, therefore, calls on the United Nations Security Council, in accordance
with its previous resolutions demanding justice for crimes in Timor-Leste, to now take
immediate steps to establish a long-term comprehensive plan to end impunity for these
crimes and, as part of that plan, immediately set up an international criminal tribunal with
jurisdiction over all crimes committed in Timor-Leste between 1975 and 1999. Such a plan
should include effective action by Indonesia, Timor-Leste and other countries around the
world using universal jurisdiction, extradition and mutual legal assistance to ensure that no
perpetrator of crimes under international law escapes international justice or avoids providing
reparations. Further, Indonesia, Timor-Leste and all other states should cooperate fully with
the work of the international criminal tribunal.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS
“We, the family members, will be very upset if our demands are not realised and if our own
government does not listen to us. It is like we are being killed all over again, not in a direct
sense like the victims of 1999, but maybe this type of suffering is even worse because it is
enduring and we will think about it forever.”
Rita Pereira dos Santos, who lost several family members during militia attacks on Liquica in 1999.88

Amnesty International makes the following recommendations, which, if implemented would
help to end widespread impunity and provide justice and reparations to the victims in TimorLeste:

7.1 TO THE TIMOR-LESTE GOVERNMENT:
JUSTICE FOR PAST HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

Publicly commit to ending impunity for past human rights violations to ensure justice for
victims;



Request that the UN Security Council establish a long-term comprehensive plan to end
impunity at the international and national level and, as part of that plan, immediately set up
an international criminal tribunal with jurisdiction over all crimes committed in Timor-Leste
between 1975 and 1999;




Request international assistance to strengthen the national justice system to investigate
and prosecute all crimes under international law committed between 1975 and 1999
(excluding cases that are prosecuted by the proposed international criminal tribunal) before
Timor-Leste courts;

Urge other states to enter into effective extradition and mutual legal assistance
agreements with Timor-Leste to enable individuals against whom indictments have been
issued to be extradited to Timor-Leste for trial;




Urge other states to exercise universal jurisdiction over such crimes in fair trials that
exclude the death penalty or extradite persons suspected or accused of such crimes to TimorLeste for prosecution;

Make a public commitment not to enact amnesties for crimes under international law,
including war crimes and crimes against humanity, which are prohibited under international
law.
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REPARATIONS AND TRUTH


Discuss publicly in Parliament and in other public institutions the recommendations and
findings of the CAVR and CTF reports. Ensure that the CAVR and CTF findings and
recommendations are disseminated throughout Timor-Leste to ensure that the population of
both Indonesia and Timor-Leste have the same understanding of past history;

Establish a follow-up mechanism tasked to implement the recommendations of the
CAVR and CTF reports, in particular to devise and implement a comprehensive program to
provide full and effective reparations to victims of past crimes;




Call on Indonesia to provide full and effective reparations to victims of human rights
violations committed in Timor-Leste between 1975 and 1999 for which it bears
responsibility, including contributing to and cooperating with the work of the above
reparations mechanism;

Establish a public register of missing persons and those killed between 1975 and 1999
and undertake jointly with the Indonesian government a systematic inquiry to establish the
whereabouts and fate of those who went missing.

ENHANCING THE RULE OF LAW

Amend the Penal Code to ensure that it respects international human rights law and
standards. In particular, the Penal Code should be brought in line with the strictest
requirements of international law, including those in the Rome Statute of the International
Criminal Court to ensure that impunity will not be permitted; 89



Strengthen internal and external accountability mechanisms to deal with suspected
human rights violations by members of the security forces;



Debate, ratify and implement effectively the International Convention for the Protection
of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance.



7.2 TO THE INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT:
JUSTICE FOR PAST HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS


Investigate all crimes alleged to have been committed by Indonesian forces and proIndonesian militias in Timor-Leste between 1975 and 1999, including those crimes
identified in (1) the KPP-HAM (Komisi Penyelidik Pelanggaran Hak Asasi Manusia di Timor
Timur, Commission of investigation into human rights violations in East Timor), (2) the
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CAVR, (3) the CTF and (4) the SCU indictments. Prosecute, whenever there is sufficient
admissible evidence, those suspected of the crimes before national courts which meet
international standards of fairness and which do not impose the death penalty. Alternatively
extradite them to Timor-Leste or other countries that are willing to prosecute the cases in
accordance with international standards and without the death penalty;

Indonesia should cooperate fully with investigations and prosecutions of persons accused
of crimes in Timor-Leste between 1975 and 1999 conducted by an international criminal
tribunal, the national courts of Timor-Leste or other national courts, including entering into
extradition and mutual legal assistance agreements with Timor-Leste and other governments;

All military or police officers who have been indicted by the Serious Crimes Unit in
Timor-Leste should be suspended from active duty pending the outcome of criminal
proceedings to determine whether or not they are guilty of the charges.

REPARATIONS AND TRUTH


Provide full and effective reparations to victims of human rights violations committed in
Timor-Leste between 1975 and 1999 for which it bears responsibility;

Establish a public register of missing persons and those killed between 1975 and 1999
and undertake jointly with the Timor-Leste government a systematic inquiry to establish the
whereabouts and fate of those who went missing;

Discuss publicly in Parliament and in other public institutions the recommendations and
findings of the CAVR and CTF reports. Ensure that the CAVR and CTF findings and
recommendations are disseminated throughout the provinces of Indonesia to ensure that the
population of both Indonesia and Timor-Leste have the same understanding of past history;

Support through donation the establishment of a trust fund to provide a comprehensive
reparation programme for victims of past crimes (1975-1999).

ENHANCING THE RULE OF LAW

Amend the Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code to ensure that they respect
international human rights law and standards;



Amend the Law on Human Rights Courts to ensure that it is brought in line with
provisions set out in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court;



Strengthen internal and external accountability mechanisms to deal with suspected
human rights violations by members of the security forces;
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Ratify the Optional Protocol to the UN Convention against Torture and other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment;

Ratify the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced
Disappearance;





Ratify the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.

7.3 TO THE UN SECURITY COUNCIL:
JUSTICE FOR PAST HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS


Establish a long-term comprehensive plan to end impunity for past crimes and, as part of
that plan, immediately set up an international criminal tribunal with jurisdiction over all
crimes committed in Timor-Leste between 1975 and 1999. Such a tribunal should require
Indonesia, Timor-Leste and all other states to cooperate fully with its work;

At the same time, call upon the government of Timor-Leste to take the necessary steps
to reform its national justice system and establish a comprehensive strategy so that its
national courts can investigate and prosecute all other crimes that the tribunal is unable to
prosecute;

At the same time, call upon the government of Indonesia to take the necessary steps to
reform its national justice system and establish a comprehensive strategy to investigate and
prosecute persons located on its territory (with the exception of those who are charged by the
tribunal, who must be transferred to it) before its national courts or to extradite them to
Timor-Leste or other states that are willing to prosecute.

REPARATIONS AND TRUTH


Support through donation the establishment of a trust fund to provide a comprehensive
reparation programme for victims of past crimes (1975-1999);

Call on the government of Indonesia to provide full and effective reparations to victims of
human rights violations committed in Timor-Leste between 1975 and 1999 for which it
bears responsibility.
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ENHANCING THE RULE OF LAW

Continue to take measures to support reforms of the security sector and the criminal
justice systems in Timor-Leste in accordance with international human rights standards.



7.4 TO THE GOVERNMENTS OF OTHER STATES:
JUSTICE FOR PAST HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS



Support the establishment of the proposed international criminal tribunal;

Once the tribunal is established, provide it with full cooperation and support, including
funding, technical assistance and expert personnel;




Enact and exercise universal jurisdiction laws so that their national courts can
investigate and prosecute persons accused of crimes against humanity, war crimes, torture,
extrajudicial killings and enforced disappearances before their national courts on behalf of
the international community;

Enter into effective extradition and mutual legal assistance agreements with Timor-Leste
and Indonesia to facilitate the prosecutions and trials, in accordance with international fair
trial standards, of all suspected perpetrators of crimes against humanity and other serious
crimes under international law;

Provide technical and other assistance to strengthen the criminal justice systems of
Indonesia and Timor-Leste.



REPARATIONS AND TRUTH


Contribute to any funds established to provide reparations to the victims of crimes
committed in Timor-Leste between 1975 and 1999;

Enact and exercise universal civil jurisdiction laws so that their national courts can
consider reparations claims by victims of crimes against humanity, war crimes, torture,
extrajudicial killings and enforced disappearance in Timor-Leste against those responsible for
the crimes, including individual perpetrators and the government of Indonesia.
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ENHANCING THE RULE OF LAW


Donor countries should take measures to support reforms of the Security Sector and the
Criminal Justice Systems in Indonesia and Timor-Leste.
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Amnesty International urges the UN Security Council, previously a vocal
proponent of justice for the crimes committed in 1999, to redouble its
efforts by establishing a long-term comprehensive plan to end impunity.
As part of the plan, it should immediately set up an international criminal
tribunal with jurisdiction over all crimes under international law
committed in Timor-Leste between 1975 and 1999.

